Involvement of "hinge" nucleotides of Xenopus laevis 5 S rRNA in the RNA structural organization and in the binding of transcription factor TFIIIA.
Nucleotides in the bifurcation region of the 5 S rRNA, the junction of the three helical domains, play a central role in determining the coaxial stacking interactions and tertiary structure of the RNA. We have used site-directed mutagenesis of Xenopus laevis oocyte 5 S rRNA to make all possible nucleotide substitutions at three positions in loop A (10, 11 and 13) and at the G66.U109 base-pair at the beginning of helix V. Certain double point mutations were constructed to ascertain the relationship between loop A nucleotides and the G.U base-pair. The importance of the size of the bifurcation region was tested by the creation of a single nucleotide deletion mutant and two single nucleotide insertion mutants. The effects of these mutations on the structure and function of the 5 S rRNA were determined by solution structure probing of approximately half of the mutants with chemical reagents, and by measuring the relative binding affinity of each mutant for transcription factor TFIIIA. Proposed structural rearrangements in the bifurcation region were tested by using a graphic modeling method combining stereochemical constraints and chemical reactivity data. From this work, several insights were obtained into the general problem of helix stacking and RNA folding at complex bifurcation regions. None of the mutations caused an alteration of the coaxial stacking of helix V on helix II proposed for the wild-type 5 S rRNA. However, the formation of a Watson-Crick pair between nucleotide 13 of loop A and nucleotide 66 at the top of helix V does cause a destabilization of the proximal part of this helix. Also, nucleotide 109 at the top of helix V will preferentially pair with nucleotide 10 of loop A rather than nucleotide 66 when both possibilities are provided, without affecting the stability of helix V, even though the G.U pair is disrupted. The effects of these mutations on TFIIIA binding indicate that the bifurcation region is critical for protein recognition. One important feature of the relationship between 5 S rRNA structure and TFIIIA recognition resulting from this study was the observation that any mutation that constrains the bifurcation loop results in a reduced affinity of the RNA for TFIIIA, unless it is compensated for by an increased flexibility elsewhere.